
Lough Rynn Maximus *NO VAT*
Price: £850.00   (SOLD)
Sire: Dewgates D'Artagnan
Dam: Butlers Farm Black Magic
Type: Wether
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BNBAS13336
Date of Birth: 28th June 2019

Lough Rynn Maximus *NO VAT*

Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Dewgates D'Artagnan

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Butlers Farm Black Magic

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Zarza Marley-Rizardo 2nd

Dusty of Bozedown (Imp)

Canchones Referendum ET of Livanti (Imp) [Black]

Butlers Farm Dilly [Solid Dark Brown]

Zarza Rizardo

Mile End Hadham Mirlo

Peruvian Male

Peruvian Female

Bozedown Gironimo [Rose Grey]

Bozedown Saffron [Solid White]

Canchones Criadero

Provacateur(Aust.)[Black]

Canchones Kenzoki (Aust.) [Solid Black]

Diameter (Micron) of first fleece sample: 19.90µ

Fleece: (2nd)

22.60µ  SD 5.30µ  CV 23.30%  SF 22.50µ  Curvature 28.60 deg/mm  Staple Length 90 mm  

(taken on 2nd May 2021 at 1 Year and 11 Months of age)

Fibre Testing Authority: Art of Fibre

Description: 

Maximus is a 2 year old newly castrated male who walks extremely well on a halter with a confident handler (we
sometimes take him for longer walks as he's a quick walker and not a bumbler!). He has been to various events both on
a head collar and in a pen and enjoys being hand-fed. 

He has inherited his sire's excellent conformation with a strong, stocky bone structure, square body and pleasing,
true-to-type head shape. 

Maximus' fleece shows the characteristic bundling always passed on by his sire; his fleece has a very soft handle and
fantastic brightness and crimp. His fleece is uniform in its deep blue black colour and style throughout, with his neck



fibre still long enough to spin. 

He will only be sold to a preexisting male herd or into a newly-formed herd of at least 3 males (including him).

Please contact me for any questions about him as well as to see videos of him / meet him in person.

Maximus



Maximus 1yo



Maximus 2nd Fleece


